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From Nixon news conference 17 Feb 71 (transcript filed Nixon Administration 18 Feb 71): 

I am not going to place any limitation upon the use of air power except, 

of course,. to rule out a rather ridiculous suggestion that is made from time to time - 

I think the latest by Hans Morgenthau - that our air power might include the use of 

tactical nuclear weapons. 

As you know, i1r. Lisagor, this has been speculated. on for a period of five 

years and I have said for a period of five years that it is not an area where the use 

of nuclear weapons, in any form, is either needed or would be wise. 
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WASHINGTON, Feb. 17 

Is a transcript of President Nixon's 
conference today: 

THE PRESIDENT: We will make this 
on the record today. 

The mike is for the purpose of a 
transcription which will be available, I 
think, rather soon after we complete 
the conference because it will be run 
simultaneously by the stenographers. 

Are there any questions.  which You 
want to ask? 

1. Next Step in Indochina 
Q. Mr. President, the next logical 
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Vietnamese forces. We'ase -not going to 	- 
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visers in Cambodia, as we have previous- cu  
indicated, and we have no intention, th 

• of course, of using ground forces in fr, 
North Vietnam. Those are limitations. ar 
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A. am not going to place any 
• talon upon the use of air power except, 
< of course, to rule out a rather ridiculous 

suggestion that is made from time to re 
time — I think the latest by Hans Mor- ar 
gerithau — that our air power might in 
elude the use of to.clics4 fltudearweafi- 
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forces in South Vietnam, 
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